Companies who want to grow
internal geniuses and create
enlightened leaders to ensure
them a competitive edge call
Mila Diamond

Mila Diamond, ASB, CL
Expert in Personal Empowerment &
Organizational Brilliance

Speeches titles:
• Creating Enlightened Leadership Culture
• Stepping Into Your Zone of Brilliance
• Diamond Mind Foundation – Intensive Workshop for New Millennia Thought Leaders
Major universities and business schools now
offer meditation along with business success
training: Berkeley, Harvard, MIT, Princeton,
Stanford, NYU and others. Companies like
Apple, IBM, Yahoo!, Google, Deutsche Bank,
Hughes Aircraft, Texas Instruments and
Raytheon have also joined the ranks of
organizations that provide meditation training
to their executives and employees to help
guarantee their individual success. Mila
Diamond teaches powerful meditation and
mental conditioning tools for companies,
colleges and athletic associations to help their
employees, students and athletes realize their
highest potential while, at the same time,
reducing stress and enhancing the quality of
their lives. Mila Diamond was named one of
World’s 100 Best Speakers of Toastmasters
International and Semifinalist at the TI
Annual International Convention 2013.
References:

“Mila is one of those extraordinary people who
have the complete package for teaching,
consulting, motivating, and helping people
change their lives. She has a unique gift for
seeing into the important part of every person
and encouraging and instructing them to
realize their potential in life and business. Mila
is a remarkable asset to any team that wants to
rise to the extraordinary.” - Dave Edmiston,
M.D., Foundation for a Healthy America
“Mila is a true client-advocate with a brilliant
analytical mind, an amazing attitude, and a
genuine spirit of "servant leadership" with
which she helps client organizations transform
themselves beyond any perceived limitations
they may hold. Mila leaves an enduring,
positive impact on everyone she works with,
myself included.” - John Kapson, Cooper
Human Systems

(858) 504-1080 mila@MilaDiamond.com
www.MilaDiamond.com

